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Abstract 

 

Every Civil Engineering structure or building is unique in nature unlike other engineering products which are produced in a massive 

scale using the same technique again and again. The present Project is an effort to analyze the multistorey building subjected to 

wind load by STAAD.Pro software. Consideration of site specific lateral loading due to wind along with vertical gravity loads is 

important for finding the behavior of the tall buildings. As the height of a building becomes taller, the amount of structural material 

required to resist lateral loads increases drastically. The wind load values were generated by STAAD.Pro considering the given 

wind intensities at different heights and strictly abiding by the specifications of IS 875 and compared it with the critical case 

condition. In the present study, the analysis of multistorey building is carried out in a routine fashion. So it helps in the investigation 

of the behavior of the structure under different loading conditions, its load deflection behavior.  
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A large number of structures that are being constructed at present tend to be wind- sensitive because of their shapes, slenderness, 

flexibility, size and lightness. Added to these are the uses of materials which are stressed too much higher percentage of their 

ultimate strength than in earlier days because of better assurance of quality of materials. In the social environment that is developing 

world over , the ancient philosophy of accepting continuing disasters due to wind by ‘fate’ and gods is giving place to demands 

for economical wind resistant. Updating of some international codes of practice, notably the British, Australian, Canadian, 

American and French has been effected fairly frequently over the last two decades and the present versions incorporate most of 

the advances made in understanding the wind characteristics and its effect on structures. The new discoveries are such that it is 

clear mere issue of amendments to the earlier code IS 875:1964 will not be justifiable. The recently issued wind code of practice 

for design loads (other than earthquake) for buildings and structures IS875 (part 3):1987 differs in many ways from the previous 

code first issued in 1964 and attempts not only to rectify the shortfalls of the 1964 code but incorporates recent knowledge of wind 

effect on structures. The height up to which velocities are given has now been raised to 500m and the loadings on as many of the 

commonly encountered buildings and structures, for which there are no other Indian standards, have been included. Although not 

explicitly stated, the code recognizes the fact that most of the high winds in India occur due to short duration rotating winds like 

tropical cyclones along the coasts or tornadoes elsewhere, and nearly rectilinear winds of short duration like thunderstorms at many 

places. In this respect, the high wind loading conditions in Indian are different from those of temperate zone countries like Europe 

and Canada. Much of the random response theories, which have been adopted in European/U.S. or Australian codes are based on 

these ‘full developed pressure winds conditions and strictly cannot be applied in most parts of India. But their judicious use, in the 

absence of proper theories applicable to cyclones, tornadoes thunderstorms will give adequate safety margins and this is what the 

present IS 875 (part 3):1987 attempts to do. 

In India, success in satisfactory codification of wind loading on structures has remained elusive so far. In most cases, codification 

has followed, not preceded structural failures or distress. The wind maps given in the 1964 version of the code had been prepared 

mainly on the basis of extreme value wind data from storms which approached or crossed the Indian coasts during 1890 to 1960 

together with the wind data available from about 10-20 continuously recording dynes pressure anemograph (DPA) stations which 

existed at that time, to get an overall picture for the country. However 3-cup anemometer readings were not much used in the 

preparation of wind maps because much of such data were synoptic. 

The height of DPA instruments varied from 10m to 30m at different places. Therefore only one extreme value of wind was given 

up to 30m height from ground level without any variation in-between. Further ,1/10 power law had been adopted regardless of 

terrain conditions, for indicating variations of wind speed with height from 30m to 150m, for which there was no supportive 

evidence. The code gave two wind pressure maps (one giving winds of shorter duration <5 minutes and other excluding winds of 

shorter duration) and there was no clear guidance for using either or both of them. 

With the publication of the recent revised wind code, IS 875(part 3):1987, an attempt has been made to remove these deficiencies 

and provide to Indian structural engineer adequate guidelines for arriving at more rational wind loading for design purposes. 
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II. TERMINOLOGY 

 Wind Pressure and Forces on Buildings 

Theory: Wind causes a random time dependent load, which can be seen as a mean plus a fluctuating component. Strictly speaking 

all structures will experience dynamic oscillations due to the fluctuating component (gustiness) of wind. In short rigid structures, 

these oscillations are insignificant and therefore can be satisfactorily treated as having an equivalent static pressure. This is the 

approach taken by most codes and standards, as this also the case in this thesis. A structure may be deemed to be short and rigid if 

its natural time period is less than one second. The more flexible systems such as tall buildings undergo a dynamic response to the 

gustiness of the wind. Methods for computing the dynamic effects of wind on buildings have been introduced in various codes and 

books. 

Apart from tall buildings there are several other structural forms such as tall latticed towers, chimneys, guyed masts, that need 

to be explained for aerodynamic effects. 

 Response Parameters 

Wind induced response of a tall building is a function of many parameters. These include the geometric and dynamic characteristics 

of the building as well as the turbulence characteristics of the approach flow. A few analytical approaches available for the 

estimation of the wind induced response of the tall buildings in along and across wind direction. 

Under the action of wind flow, structure experiences aerodynamic forces that induce the drag and lift forces. Drag (along-wind) 

force acting in the direction of the mean wind and the lift (across-wind) force acting in the perpendicular direction. 

The along –wind motion primarily results from the pressure fluctuations in the wind ward and the lee ward faces which generally 

flow the fluctuations in the approach flow at least in the low frequency range. The across wind motion is introduced by pressure 

fluctuations due to vortex shielding in the separated shear layers and wake flow field. 

The parameters that determine wind pressure are: 

1) Averaging Period 

2) Return Period 

3) Ground Roughness 

4) Height 

5) Topography 

6) Size of the structure 

 Building 

A relatively permanent enclosed construction over a plot of land having a roof and usually windows and often more than one level, 

used for any of a wide variety of activities , as living , entertaining or manufacturing. 

 Angle of Attack 

Angle between the direction of wind and the reference axis is known as the attack, angle ‘α’ is angle of attack, between the direction 

of wind and reference axis (horizontal line). 

 Breadth 

Horizontal dimension of the building measured normal to the breadth of the structure. Breadth for wind along the longitudinal 

reference axis and BB’ for wind perpendicular to it, For other wind direction, such as at angle  ‘α’ it  is the maximum width seen 

along the wind such as the projection of AB’ on a plane perpendicular to the direction of wind. 

 Depth 

Horizontal dimension on the building measured in the direction of wind is the depth for wind along reference axis and BA for wind 

perpendicular to the reference axis. For other wind directions, such as at angle ‘α’, it is the maximum length from the first point 

on the body which meets the wind to the point where a line from this point along –wind meets a boundary of the body. 

 Developed Height 

The velocity increases up to certain height from the ground when wind passes from one terrain category to another terrain category. 

After covering a certain distance in the terrain, the velocity profile does not change any more and is said to be fully developed. 

Before becoming fully developed, the velocity profile will have a mixed character of the fully developed profiles of the upstream 

and downstream terrains. In this intermediate region, the height up to which the velocity profile changes in the new terrain is known 

as the developed heights of the developed height as the function of the distance for the four terrain categories. Methodology for 

estimation of the developed height and for using the same has been illustrated in the solved examples. 

 Effective Frontal Area 

For angle of ‘α’ =0, effective frontal area is ABCD, which is the projected area of the structure normal to the direction of the wind. 

For ‘α’ not equal to zero, the frontal area is ACEF. 

 Elements Surface Area 

For angle of attack α =0 at height z, area PQRS represents the element surface area of height ∆z. In the element surface area 

pressure /force coefficients are to be taken constant. 

 Force and Moment Coefficients 

When a structure is immersed in flowing fluid like air , a force is exerted on it which depends on the nature of flow, type of structure 

and is expressed in terms of non-dimensional coefficient .This non-dimensional coefficient is termed as force–coefficient. They 
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can be components of force in the directions other than the direction of Wind. The force component along the direction of wind id 

called Drag Force (now–a–days more frequently as long–wind force) and side force (or transverse force).Likewise, the moment 

coefficient tending to bend the structure in the direction of the wind is called the overturning moment, the coefficient tending to 

twist it about a vertical axis as torque and the coefficient in the transverse direction as Sideways moment coefficient. 

 Ground Roughness 

The obstructions like trees, buildings, structures, etc, on ground are termed as ground roughness. The ground roughness, Tends to 

retard the flow near ground because of momentum transfer between layers of wind. The velocity profile of wind is dependent on 

the ground roughness. Although the nature of ground roughness on the surface of the earth varies from flat and very smooth to 

very rough as in the city centre with tall buildings, it has been found convenient and adequate to categorize them into four fairly 

distinct categories. 

 Gradient Height 

When wind moves over large distances in a particular terrain, the velocity becomes constant above a certain height. The height 

above which the velocity is found to be constant and is not influenced by surface friction is called the gradient height. Implicitly 

the code identifies the gradient height as the height of the planetary boundary layer, the wording of the definition isobviously very 

carefully done, since the meteorologists identify the gradient height as one at which there is a balance of coriolis and pressure 

force. The meteorologist’s definition of gradient height puts it well above the edge of the atmospheric boundary layer. Thus the 

definition of gradient height used in the code is not the same as the gradient height as understood by the meteorologists. 

 Pressure Coefficients: 

The pressure coefficients are always given for particular surface or part of the surface of a building. The wind load acting normal 

to a surface is obtained by multiplying the area of that surface or its appropriate portion by the pressure coefficient (Cp) and the 

design wind pressure at the height of the surface from the ground. 

Average values of the pressure coefficients are given for critical wind directions. In order to determine the maximum wind load 

on the building the total load should be calculated for each of the critical directions. Where considerable variation of pressure 

occurs over a surface is being sub divided and mean pressure coefficients is given for each of its several parts. 

In addition, Areas of high local suction (Negative pressure concentration) frequently occur near the age of walls and roofs 

coefficients for the local effects should only be used for calculation of forces on these local areas effecting roof sheeting, glass 

panels and individual cladding units including their fixtures. They should not be used for calculating force on entire structural 

elements such as roof, walls or structure as a whole. 

The pressure coefficients given in different tables have been obtained mainly from measurements on models in wind-tunnels, 

and the great majority of the data available has been obtained in conditions of relatively smooth flow. Where sufficient field data 

exists as in the case of rectangular buildings values have been obtained to allow for turbulent flow. 

In recent years, wall glazing and cladding design has been a source of major concern. Although it has less consequence than the 

collapse of main structures, damage to the glass can be hazardous and cause considerable financial losses. 

 Suction 

At some point on anybody pressure may fall below atmospheric pressure and is called suction. Suction is the pressure acting away 

from the surface. 

 Terrain Category 

Buildings, vegetation, walls trees and waves at sea contribute to the surface roughness and thus influence the local characteristics 

to which a structure may be exposed. The average ground roughness of large areas is termed as terrain category. Based on the 

average height of the ground roughness four representative terrain categories having fully developed velocity profiles are suggested 

from the equivalent of a clam sea to inner city area dominated by tall buildings. Terrain category 1 (TC-1) applies to exposed open 

terrain with few or no obstructions and in which average height of objects surroundings the structure is less than 1.5m. category 2 

(TC-2) refers to open terrain with well scattered obstructions having heights generally between 1.5 to 10m while category 3(TC-

3)applies to terrain with numerous closely spaced obstructions having size of building/structure up to 10m in height with or without 

a few isolated tall structures. Means terrain with numerous large high spaced obstructions. However, when fetch lengths are small, 

the velocity profile is not fully developed and suitable velocity profile with changes in terrain categories be considered. 

 Topography 

Geographical features such as mountains, hills, escarpments etc. of an area is known as the topography of the area in which the 

structure is built and this affects the wind speed downstream of these features. 

 Importance of Wind Loads on the Tall Buildings 

Buildings are defined as structures utilized by the people as shelter for living, working or storage. In 21st century due to huge 

population the numbers of areas in units are decreasing day by day. Few years back the populations were not so vast so they used 

to stay in horizontal systems (due to large area available per person). But now a days, people are preferring vertical system (high 

rise buildings due to shortage of area).In high rise buildings we should be concerned about all forces that act on building, its own 

weight as well as the soil bearing capacity. For external forces that act on the building the beam, column reinforcements and joint 

detailing should be good enough to counteract these forces successfully. As now a days there is shortage of land for buildings more 

buildings at faster growth in both residential and industrial areas the vertical constructions is given due importance because of 

which tall buildings are being built on a large scale. 
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Wind in general has two main effects on Tall buildings: 

1) It exerts forces and moments on structure and its cladding. 

2) It distributes the air in and around the building mainly termed as wind pressure. Sometimes because of unpredictable nature 

of wind it takes so devastating from during some wind storms that it can upset the internal ventilation system when it passes 

into the building. For these reasons the study of air –flow is becoming integral with the planning a building and its environment. 

Wind forces are studied on four main groups of building structure: 

1) Tall Buildings 

2) Low Rise buildings 

3) Equal-sided Block Buildings 

4) Roofs and Cladding 

Almost no investigations are made in the first two categories as the structure failures are rare, even the roofing and cladding 

design are not carefully designed, and localized wind pressures and suctions are receiving more attention. But as tall buildings are 

flexible and are susceptible to vibrate at high wind speeds in all three directions (x, y, z) and even the building codes do not 

incorporate the expected maximum wind speed for the life of the building and does not consider the high local suction which cause 

the first damage. Due to all the facts the wind load estimation for Tall buildings are very much important. 

 Estimation of the Wind load on tall Building 

Wind load on tall building can be determined by: 

1) Analytical Method given in code IS 875: part 3-1987 which is given by Davenport. The analytical method is usually acceptable 

for a building with regular shape and size and is almost based on geometric properties of the building and without incorporating 

the effects of the nearby buildings. 

2) Secondly, the estimation of Wind load through wind tunnel testing with a scaled building model is used. In Wing Tunnel 

testing, for the structural design, the Dynamic analysis of scaled model building is done with Balendra’s approach and for 

cladding design the surface pressure Measurement analysis with pressure Measurement system is done. Also the effect of the 

nearby buildings have been taken into consideration as the Interference effect on the buildings in to same procedure being 

used for an isolated building model. 

Wind Tunnel testing of an aero elastic model of the building can be used to find out wind loads. Moreover it is very difficult to 

fabricate an aero elastic model (because of its mass and stiffness distribution), an alternative given by Balderas (1996) can be used. 

As per this procedure, a rigid model of the building is mounted on a high sensitive stiff force balance(HSFB),High frequency force 

balance(HFFB)measurements are utilized to measure the moment Mx,My are generalized torque Mz required for the determination 

of the base forces and base moments on the buildings in the Standalone condition and with the same method but with also 

incorporating the models of the nearby buildings, the interference effects are taken in the form of the values for Force and Moments. 

 Wind load on individual members 

When calculating wind load on individual structural elements such as roof and walls, and into individual cladding units and their 

fittings, it is essential to take account of the pressure difference between opposite faces of such elements or units. For clad 

structures, it is therefore necessary to know the internal pressure as well as the external pressure. Then the wind load F acting in a 

direction normal to the individual structure element or cladding unit is: 

F= (Cpe-Cpi)APd, According to IS 875:1987 Clause no: 6.2.1 Where 

Cpe=External pressure coefficient Cpi=Internal pressure coefficient 

A =Surface area of structural element or cladding unit Pd =Design wind pressure 

 Objectives 

1) To analyze a multistory building subjected to wind load according to codal provisions and critical condition like tropical 

cyclone. 

2) To compare the behavior of wind force on multistory building for the two cases. 

3) To compare the maximum bending moments and shear force. 

4) To study the performance of lateral displacement. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

TAKENO ET AL. (1975)10 studied the effect of wind velocity fluctuations on a simple elastic structure consisting of a concentrated 

mass. The wind induced response of a continuous structure is due mainly to drag and lift forces oriented in the direction 

parallel and normal to the wind flow, respectively. Due to the spatial variation of mean and fluctuating wind velocities, these 

forces are function of time and space. 

YANG & LIN (1981)11 have used a transfer matrix approach for analyzing the wind induced vibrations of a multi-storey 

building. Contributions of Yang et al. (1981), Kareem (1986), Islam et al. (1990) and Kareem (1992) towards the 

estimation of dynamic response of tall rectangular buildings using random vibration theory/transfer matrix formulation, and 

pressure measurements on faces and evaluating the co-variance integration have provided alternate analytical solutions of the 

problem. 
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REINHOLD (1983)7 describes use of aero elastic and elastic models for the study of wind effects. A new directly measure 

the fluctuating wind loads is  

SOLARI G. (1988)9, state the equivalent wind spectrum technique is a mathematical model according to which wind is 

schematized as a stochastic stationary Gaussian process made up of a mean-speed profile on which an equivalent turbulent 

fluctuation, perfectly coherent in space, is super imposed. The equivalent criterion is formulated by defining a fictitious 

velocity fluctuation, random function of time only, giving rise to power spectra of fluctuating modal force that approximate, 

optimally, the corresponding modal spectra related to the actual turbulence configuration. This paper presents the basic 

assumptions and the theoretical steps leading to the characterization of the equivalent velocity fluctuation through a power 

spectrum assigned in closed form. The method proposed herein allows one to estimate the dynamic along-wind response of 

structures, both in frequency and in time domain, with a high level of precision and simplicity; furthermore it makes it possible 

to treat wind effects, as well as those of earthquakes, through the well-known response spectrum technique. Effects, as well as 

those of earthquakes, through the well-known response spectrum technique. 

JIANGUO ZHANG ET AL (2000)6 Presented the along-wind and across-wind fluctuating load distributions along the height 

of high –rise buildings and their correlations obtained through simultaneous pressure measurements in a wind tunnel. They 

verified some typical methods proposed by literature, i.e., load-response correlation (LRC), and Quasi-mean load(QML)and 

Guest load envelope(GLE)methods, in terms of their accuracy in describing the background equivalent static wind load 

distribution on high-rise buildings.  

AUTO (2006)2: Presented a comparison study of Russian and Nigerian standards and codes of practice on wind load estimation 

for tall buildings. The paper seeks to present this scatter as regards static behavior of a 10-storey building. The study of 

wind estimation per NSCP 1 and SNIP has been presented as regard the static behavior of the building.  

BODHISATTA ET AL (2006)4: Presented that most international codes and standards have kept pace with the changing 

scenario in wind engineering and have updated their codes and standards. The IS-875(part-3)-1987 still makes use of hourly 

mean wind speed and cumbersome charts to arrive at the guest factor for calculating along wind response on Tall buildings. 

A document “Review of Indian Wind Codes-IS-875(part 3),prepared by the Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur suggests 

revision in the present IS-code to make it consistent and bring it close to the available international standards.  

XINZHONG CHEN ET AL (2007)13: concluded that the wind load effects and equivalent static wind loads (ESWLS) of 

tall buildings based on measured synchronous surface pressure in a wind tunnel. The variations of the gust response factor 

(GRFs) associated with different along wind responses are studied, pointing out the deficiency of the traditional ESWL modeling 

based on the GRF associated with the top displacement.  

SATISHKUMAR ET AL (2011)8: explained that the wind loading is the most important factor that determines the design 

of tall buildings over 10 storey’s, where storey height approximately lies between 2.7 -3.0 m. Building of up to 10 storey’s 

designed for gravity loading can accommodate wind loading without any additional steel for lateral system.  

ABDUAL RAHMAN ET AL(2012)3: quotes that the effects of lateral loads like winds loads, are attaining increasing 

importance and almost every designer is faced with the problem of providing adequate strength and stability against lateral loads. 

For this reasons, in recent years wind loading has become determining factor in high-rise building design. This lateral loads are 

mainly responsible for drift. So the design of tall structures must take in to consideration of the drift. Although there are no 

specific requirements in the effects of drift, it is important issue which may significantly impact the buildings structural 

behavior and economy. They aim to analyze the drift for lateral loads and comparison on drift for earth quake and wind loads 

on tall structures.  

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 Design Note for Multistorey Building 

1) Foundation depth =1.5 

2) Supports = All are fixed Supports 

3) Number of stores = G+10 

4) Height of each floor = 2.5m 

5) Total height of the building = 25m 

6) Cross section of the beam = 300 mm x 450 mm 

7) Diameter of the column = 600mm 

8) Height of the parapet wall = 1.2 m 

9) Thickness of the wall = 160 mm 

10) Density of the brick = 20 KN/ m3 

11) Density of the concrete in the members except walls =25KN/m3 

12) Floor finish = 1 KN/m 

13) Slab thickness = 0.15 m 

14) Floor finish = 1 KN/m3 

Some examples for each zone are:  

Zone –I     Mysore, Bangalore. 
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Zone –II    Ahmadabad, Aurangabad, Bhopal.  

Zone –III   Hyderabad, Surat, Nagpur. 

Zone-IV    Amritsar, Chandigarh, Agra. 

Zone-V     Vijayawada, Visakhapatnam, 

Guwahati.  

Zone-VI    Darbhanga. 

 Load Combinations 

1) 1.5 (DL+IL) 

2) 1.2 (DL+IL+WLX) 

3) 1.2 (DL+IL+WL-X) 

4) 1.2 (DL+IL+WLZ) 

5) 1.2 (DL+IL+WL-Z) 

6) 1.5 (DL+WLX) 

7) 1.5 (DL+WL-X) 

8) 1.5 (DL+WLZ) 

9) 1.5 (DL+WL-Z) 

10) 0.9 DL+1.5 WLX 

11) 0.9 DL + 1.5 WL-X 

12) 0.9 DL+ 1.5 WLZ 

13) 0.9 DL+ 1.5 WL-Z 

 Structural Modelling 

 General 

A building frame model involves the assemblage of structural elements viz., beams, columns, slabs, walls, footing etc to represent 

the structural aspects of a typical frame in a building and exhibit its behavior under external loading. An analytical model must 

ideally represent its mass distribution, strength, stiffness and deformability through a full range of local and global displacements. 

This chapter deals with the modeling of the RC plane frames of G+11 stories of rectangular building. 

 Modeling Aspects 

RC plane frames of G+11 stories containing with shape of rectangular building were modelled and analyzed by using STAAD pro. 

The numerical model represents all components that affect the strength, stiffness and the mass of the frame. 

 Materials 

The modulus of elasticity of reinforced concrete as per IS 456:2000 is given by 

 
For the steel rebar, the necessary information is yield stress, modulus of elasticity and ultimate strength. High yield strength 

deformed bars (HYSD) having yield strength 415 N/mm is widely used in design practice and is adopted for the present study. 

 Structural Elements 

In this section, the details of the modeling adopted for various elements of the frame are given below. 

 Beams and Columns 

Beams and columns were modeled as frame elements.  The elements represent the strength, stiffness and deformation capacity of 

the members. While modeling the beams and columns, the properties to be assigned are cross sectional dimensions, reinforcement 

details and the type of material used. 

 Beam-Column Joints 

The beam-column joints are assumed to be rigid. They were modeled by giving end offsets at the joints. This is intended to get the 

bending moments at the face of the beams and columns. A rigid zone factor of 1.0 was considered to ensure rigid connections of 

the beam and columns. 

 Foundation Modeling 

Fixed supports were provided at the ends of supporting columns. 
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Fig. 2: Showing Supports for Structural Modeling from Staad Pro., 

 Loads 

All loads acting on the building except wind load were considered. These are 

1) Dead Load 

2) Live load 

3) Lateral Load due to Wind load 

It was assumed that earthquake load will not govern the demands on the members. 

 Dead Load 

The dead load itself indicates self-weight of the beams, columns, floors and slabs. The unit weights of some materials are given 

from Table-1, IS 875 (part-1):1987. 

Dead load due to external walls  =0.23*3.2*20=14.72kN/m2 

Dead load due to internal walls =0.16*3.2*20=10.24kN/m2 

Unit weight of Reinforced concrete, γ = 25.0 kN/m 

Unit weight of standard brick = 20kN/ m 

Live load on floors  

Live load on floors= 3kN/m2 Live load on roof slab= 2kN/m2 

Lateral loads due to Wind load 

The lateral loads were calculated in X and Z-directions according to IS 875 (part -3):1987 and applied at the nodal points in 

directions considered. The lateral load along X and Z directions is denoted as WLX and WLZ respectively. 

 Design Wind Speed & Wind Pressure 

Design Wind Pressure 

PZ = 0.6 (V 2) 

Design Wind Speed 

Vz = Vb*K1*K2*K3 

 Risk Coefficient Factor “K1” = 1.08 

(IS: 875-1987(part3), section 5.3.1, Table -1)  

Terrain & Height Factor “K2” = varies with height (table 3.1) 

(IS: 875 -1987(part3), section 5.3.2, Table -2)  

Topography Factor “K3”   =1.00 (IS: 875-part-3,section 5.3.3.1) 

 
Fig. 3:  Wind Force acting in positive X-direction (from Staad pro) 
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Fig. 4:  Wind Force acting in Negative X-direction (from Staad pro) 

 
Fig. 5:  Wind Force acting in positive Z-direction (from Staad pro) 

 
Fig. 6:  Wind Force acting in Negative Z-direction (from Staad pro) 
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 Critical Case 

The critical case I considered is the HUD HUD cyclone which recently damaged Visakhapatnam city with a wind speed of 205-

210 kmph. 

This cyclone has completely destroyed the constructions in the city, so I analyzed the building for this condition so that failure rate 

of structures can be reduced when this type of cyclone attacks the structure. 

 Analysis o f  Multistorey Building f o r  Different W i n d  Speeds: 

Design of Wind Force Design wind speed (Vz) = Vb.k1.k2.k3 Design wind pressure (Pz) =0.6 V 2 5.1.1: Wind Speed=50m/sec 

Wind Load for Multi-storey Building with a Height of 27.5m (TABLE 3) 

 Height in Meters(From Top)  

INTENSITY(kN/m2) 

27.5 1.773980021 

25 1.733440041 

22.5 1.725379943 

20 1.653749942 

17.5 1.606840014 

15 1.560600042 

12.5 1.50 

10 1.440600037 

Wind Speed=58m/sec 

Wind Load for Multi-storey Building with a Height of 27.5m(TABLE 4) 

 Height in Meters(From Top)  

INTENSITY(kN/m2) 

27.5 1.938470005 

25 2.018399953 

22.5 2.099940061 

20 2.162159919 

17.5 2.225290060 

15 2.321680068 

12.5 2.332509994 

10 2.387069940 

 Staad. Pro Output File is Attached With Thesis for Codal Wind Speed 

FOR WIND SPEED:50 m/s 
Table - 5 

Maximum Bending Moments and Shear Force 

BEAM L/C NODE Maximum 

FX 815 2 17 1098.437 

FY 591 2 353 29.388 

FZ 829 6 123 31.229 

MX 638 2 413 1.482 

MY 830 6 193 40.739 

MZ 399 6 109 37.206 
Table - 6 

Lateral Displacements 

NODE L/C Maximum 

X 400 2 0.096 

Y 417 6 0.301 

Z 388 2 0.060 

For wind speed: 58 m/s 
Table - 7 

Maximum Bending Moments and Shear Force 

BEAM L/C NODE Maximum 

FX 815 2 17 1098.437 

FY 591 2 353 29.388 

FZ 829 6 123 42.021 

MX 638 2 413 1.482 

MY 830 6 193 54.819 

MZ 399 6 109 50.064 

Lateral Displacements: 

NODE L/C Maximum 

X 400 2 0.096 
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Y 417 6 0.406 

Z 388 2 0.060 

The above table shows the bending moments and shear forces of the Multistorey building at 50 m/sec and 58 m/s wind speed. 

Bending moments and shear forces are slightly higher when compared to wind speed at 50m/sec. 

 Graphical Representation 

 

a) Comparison of Shear Force for Wind Speeds 50 and 58 m/s 

 
b) Comparison of Bending Moment for Wind Speeds 50 and 58 m/s 

 
% Increased By Comparing the BM And SF Results Of Codal Wind Speed And Critical Wind Speed: 

% INCREASED 

FX 0 

FY 0 

FZ 25.6 

MX 0 

MY 25.6 

MZ 25.6 

% Increased In Lateral Displacements 

% INCREASED 

X 0 

Y 25 

Z 0 
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 Remedial Measure Results 

a) Shear Wall 

 
Maximum Bending Moments and Shear Force after Providing Shear Wall: 

Table - 11 

For wind speed:50 m/s 

BEAM L/C NODE Maximum 

FX 815 2 17 1098.437 

FY 591 2 353 29.388 

FZ 829 6 123 22.971 

MX 638 2 413 0.587 

MY 830 6 193 30.151 

MZ 399 6 109 27.086 
Table - 12 

For wind speed:58 m/s 

BEAM L/C NODE Maximum 

FX 815 2 17 1098.437 

FY 591 2 353 29.388 

FZ 829 6 123 30.909 

MX 638 2 413 0.587 

MY 830 6 193 40.572 

MZ 399 6 109 36.446 

 Graphical Representation 

a) Comparison of Shear Force for Wind Speeds 50 and 58 m/s (After providing shear wall): 
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b) Comparison of Bending Moment for Wind Speeds 50 and 58 m/s (After providing shear wall): 

 
c) Comparison of Shear Force for Wind Speeds 50 and 58 m/s before and after providing shear wall: 

 
d) Comparison of Bending Moment for Wind Speeds 50 and 58 m/s before and after providing shear wall: 

 
Lateral Displacements: 

Table - 12 

NODE L/C Maximum 

X 400 2 0 

Y 417 6 0 

Z 388 2 0 

% Reduced By Comparing the BM And SFAfter Providing with Shear Wall with BM, SF Of Codal Wind Speed And Critical Wind 

Speed: 
Table - 13 

% REDUCED 

FX 0 

FY 0 
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FZ 26.4 

MX 60.39 

MY 25.98 

MZ 27.19 

% Reduced In Lateral Displacements: 
Table - 14 

% REDUCED 

X 100 

Y 100 

Z 100 

V. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 

 Discussions 

The peak wind speed considered for design is based on the probability of occurrence of the maximum/severest storm over the 

design life of the structure. 

I have taken HUD HUD cyclone as a worst condition and compared with the codal wind load as specified. 

I have considered this worst condition so that if any situation in future like this repeats the safety of the building can be protected 

so that durability is maintained. 

The results of model building were design for worst wind combinations. 

The pressures created inside a building due to access of wind through openings could be negative or positive, and, of the same 

order of intensity. Those outside may also vary in magnitude with possible reversals. Thus the design value of pressure shall be 

taken as the algebraic sum of the internal and external values in appropriate/concerned direction. 

The stability of a structure shall be checked both with and without the wind loads, as there may be reversal of the forces under 

wind besides a reduced factor of safety considered with the wind loads. 

The basic wind speed Vb corresponds to certain reference conditions. Hence to account for   various effects governing the design 

wind speed in any terrain condition, modifications in the form of factors k1, k2, and k3 are specified. 

In order to resist the high wind speed that comes during the cyclones the building should be analyzed and if needed shear wall 

should be provided. 

The maximum moment due to wind load due to critical wind speed is 25% more when compared with specified wind speed for 

Visakhapatnam zone. 

The shear force is maximum in the column 829 as in the load case 6 is 73 % more compared with the shear force obtained due 

to codal wind speed. 

The lateral displacements are more at the top of the building as it acts as a cantilever beam. 

 Results 

By providing the shear wall on the negative Z direction the displacements, shear forces and bending moments are reduced. 

As by analyzing the building the bending moments and shear forces are increased by 25% in the critical case compared with codal 

wind speed results, so before designing the building should be checked for the worst condition also. 

The lateral displacement for beam 417 is 0.306mm is reduced to 0 after providing shear wall. 

By providing the shear wall lateral displacements are 100 % reduced. 

By providing the shear wall the bending moments are reduced by 60 % in X direction,25.98% in Y direction  and 27.19 % in Z 

direction. 

By providing the shear wall the shear forces are reduced by 25 % in Z direction. 
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